An Integrated service for
catalogue & library functions

User-friendly & reliable
cataloguing for all users
openABEKT Catalogue enables you to work effectively,
even if you are not experienced cataloguers.
openABEKT offers ready-made standardized authorities and records, so
that you develop your catalogue even faster. There are Basic Forms for
all users and MarcEditor, a dynamic tool for experienced cataloguers.
Last edition of UNIMARC is fully incorporated into openABEKT while the
platform allows dynamic updates. openABEKT allows you to fully manage
digital files of various formats, while offers safeguards to avoid duplication,
errors and information loss.

A dynamic experience
of content discovery
The Discovery environment offers a dynamic
experience of searching and using your open,
public access catalogue.
Your catalogue is open and visible, navigation is intuitive, browsing and
searching are done flexibly, in all records and metadata fields, while
faceted search offers a dynamic discovery experience to your users. All
or selected records and digital files can be presented open to your public
if you so wish. Semantic links between resource records and authorities
are being showed in a new upgraded context. Metrics and statistics offer a
whole new picture of your content at a glance.

Updated and effective
workflows & functions
openABEKT Workflows & Functions allows you
to manage Holdings, Patrons, Circulation,
Statistics and Reports easily and effectively.
Circulation control takes place quickly and flexibly. New functions, such as
personalized recommendations and updates, facilitate Patrons services.
Patrons can now view their profile, history and available services online.
Workflows & Functions allow inter-library loans and produce automated
reports and stats for Patrons, Circulation and Holdings.

A cloud-based service.
Easy to use & sustainable.
openABEKT is being offered as an Integrated Software as a Service (Saas)
hosted, maintained and secured by EKT’s Cloud Infrastructure, so there is no
need for software installation.
It is perfect for libraries and other content-rich organizations with complex
needs for managing content, users, members and multiple workflows

openABEKT allows you to have
a ready-to-use, autonomous application
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openABEKT is a cloud based upgradation for ABEKT, the Integrated Library
System developed by EKT since 1986. ABEKT has a large user base (more than
2500 libraries, museums, archives and other organizations).
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Support & Training
With our up-to-date helpdesk and e-learning services,
you are supported all the way
eHelpdesk responds to your every question, eKnowledgeBase offers FAQs
and user guides and eLearning helps you learn how to use the platform.
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